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Program Overview -

(1) The book project that put me here; 3 eye-openers
(2) Things that wp can do to promote racial justice:
• Learn how to think and speak about racial prejudice. 
• Be aware of problems that come from ignorance of 

how racism manifests.
• Invite feedback on the racist implications of our 

behavior.
• Prepare a graceful response to feedback.
• Make action the standard by which we call ourselves 

to account; Abundant resources. 
(3) Q & A 



Co-writing “Crossing the Line” with 
Richard Abercrombie (2017-2019) 

• The Abercrombie family was 
central to growth of the Bahá’í 
Faith in Upstate SC and has 
served the Faith all over the 
world.

• As a teenager, Rick was his 
family’s unlikely spiritual teacher. 
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The project that got me here -



• A Black youth coming of age in 
a racialized society 

• A family’s search for religious 
truth

• Stories of radical spiritual and 
social transformation in the 
1960s 
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The project that got me here -

“Crossing the Line” themes include: 
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Our collaboration -

• Rick asked me to help him 
get his memoirs in print. 

• I Interviewed Rick 
extensively

• I Interviewed his family 
and friends; interviewed 
African Americans in the 
greater community  

The project that got me here -
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• I expected to learn about 
Rick’s life.

• I didn’t expect to learn 
about myself.

I was asking about Rick’s 
childhood, trying to get 
down, in his words, what it 
was like for him to grow up 
in a segregated society.  

The project that got me here -
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I asked Rick -

When you were a 
child, how did your 
mother explain the 
rules of racism to 
you?

What did she tell 
you to keep
you safe? 

Abercrombie family 1962

First eye-opening episode -



“You’ve got to 
feed white people

with a long-handled spoon. 
Be kind to them and give 

them what they need, 
but don’t get too close.” 

Lilly Abercrombie (Rick’s mother)          
Crossing the Line
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First eye-opening episode -



“You’ve got to 
feed white people

with a long-handled spoon. 
Be kind to them and give 

them what they need, 
but don’t get too close.” 

Lilly Abercrombie (Rick’s mother)          
Crossing the Line
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I’m not racist. 

Why is this rule 
familiar to me?  

First eye-opening episode -
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I’m not racist -
• Diverse heritage and even more diverse extended family.
• Parents taught me to respect everyone.
• Father modeled inclusion and taking-action for racial justice.
• Growing up, books in our house included significant works on racial prejudice.
• College student: Enrichment program for inner city children.
• Graduate work: The pedagogy of liberation, Paulo Freire, Myles Horton
• Young mother: Mentored a middle school African American step-dance group.
• Teacher: Initiated a study about teacher/administrator racism and its impact on Black 

student achievement.
• I support local initiatives to empower Black youth.
• I have Black friends, my husband has Black friends, our children have Black friends.
• I’m a Bahá’í – I believe in the oneness of humanity.
• I’m writing a book with a Black man.

First eye-opening episode -
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“Lasso” JoAnn Borovicka, 2019

The problem of 
racial prejudice is 
something that 
exists outside of 
me. 

First eye-opening episode -

Why do I know 
the long-handled 
spoon rule?
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A story of Grace Von der Heidt

• An elderly aristocratic 
businesswoman from the 
Northeast

• Moved to Greenville, SC to 
help build the Bahá’í 
community 

• Courageous public 
proponent of racial equality

Grace – far left

Second eye-opening episode -
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Sometime after Rick joined the 
Bahá’í Faith, many of his friends 
and acquaintances – all African 
American teenagers – became 
attracted to the teachings of 
Bahá’u’lláh. 

The small Greenville Bahá’í 
community, which had been 
mostly elderly and white, 
doubled in size and diversity. 

Second eye-opening episode -
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The African 
American youth 
new to the  
Greenville Bahá’í 
community felt that 
Grace von der Heidt 
was prejudiced.

They confronted 
her.  

Second eye-opening episode -
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Grace’s response -

“Yes. I am 
prejudiced.     

And I’m 
trying to do   
something 
about it.”

Second eye-opening episode -

Warm response from the youth
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How could Grace demonstrate racial prejudice when she worked 
sacrificially in the Bahá’í community? 

From the Bahá’í Writings –

“O humankind! Associate in 
friendship; love one another; 
abandon prejudices of race; dispel 
forever this gloomy darkness of 
human ignorance.”

(Bahá’u’lláh, quoted in
Promulgation of Universal Peace) 

Second eye-opening episode -
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1969 – The National Spiritual Assembly 
of the Bahá’ís of the United States 
invited certain Bahá’í youth to consult on  
their engagement in Civil Rights work. 

• Tumultuous time
• Youth spearheaded many Civil Rights 

activities 
• Certain Bahá’í youth wanted to be at 

the vanguard of the movement

The conference: Best ways to move 
forward within Bahá’í parameters for 
social discourse. 

Third eye-opening episode -

Washington 1968
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At the conference, concerns of 
the youth included -

“How could the 
community move 
forward when many 
white Bahá’ís were 
blind to the reality of 
racial oppression as 
well as blind to their 
own prejudicial 
attitudes and actions?”  

Youth and 2 National Assembly members, 1969 conference

Third eye-opening episode -
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I had heard this concern –
the blindness of many 
white Bahá’ís to their own 
racist attitudes and actions 
– in various venues over 
the past many years. 

Those voices got louder in 
my heart.

Third eye-opening episode -
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Why are so many 
white progressives 
blind to their own 
racist attitudes 
and actions?

Third eye-opening episode -



“As to racial prejudice, the 
corrosion of which . . . has bitten 
into the fiber, and attacked the 
whole structure of American 
society, it should be regarded as 
constituting the most vital and 
challenging issue confronting the 
Bahá’í community at the present 
stage of its evolution.”

(Shoghi Effendi, The Advent of Divine Justice, p 33)

Learn how to think and speak about racial prejudice -
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Corroded water pipes – everyone gets sick

Corroded ductwork –
everyone gets sick

Whole structure of American 
society  corroded by racial 
prejudice

Learn how to think and speak about racial prejudice -
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Corroded water pipes – everyone gets sick

“The American Bahá’í 
Community…cannot hope 
…to either escape the trials 
with which this nation is 
confronted, nor claim to be 
wholly immune from the 
evils that stain its character.” 

(Shoghi Effendi, quoted by the 
Universal House of Justice in the 
22 July 2020 Message to the 
Bahá’ís of the U. S.)

Learn how to think and speak about racial prejudice -
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• Racist 
• Guilty of 

racial 
prejudice

• Choose to 
do and say 
racist things

• Not racist 
• Innocent of 

racial 
prejudice

• Choose not 
to do or say 
racist things

Common dichotomy –

Learn how to think and speak about racial prejudice -
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• Racist 
• Guilty of 

racial 
prejudice

• Choose to 
do or say 
racist things

• Not racist 
• Innocent of 

racial 
prejudice

• Choose not to 
do or say 
racist things

Common dichotomy –

Learn how to think and speak about racial prejudice -



“Structural racism is not 
something that a few people or 
institutions choose to practice. 
Instead, it has been a feature 
of the social, economic and 
political systems in which we 
all exist.” 
(Understanding Structural Racism -
Glossary, Aspen Institute for Community 
Change)

Learn how to think and speak about racial prejudice -



Intentional acts of racial prejudice,  
violence, violations of the law

Structural racism: “Invisible 
structures that produce and 
reproduce white supremacy and 
privilege.” (Oxford Research 
Encyclopedia) 

Learn how to think and speak about racial prejudice -

The structures are invisible because we are socialized to not see them.
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“Whiteness…is a category of identity that is 
most useful when its very existence is denied.” 
(Michael Eric Dyson, Foreword to White Fragility) 

The ”mechanics of white supremacy” – “a 
hidden system of social domination…burrowed 
deep within the culture and subconsciousness.” 

“It is the worn grooves of comforting routines 
and unthinking expectations, patterns of a 
social order that have been in place for so long 
that it looks like the natural order of things.” 
(Isabel Wilkerson, Caste: The Origins of Our Disconnects) 

Learn how to think and speak about racial prejudice -



“Let the white make a supreme 
effort in their resolve to contribute 
their share to the solution of this 
problem, to abandon once and for 
all their usually inherent and at 
times subconscious sense of 
superiority,...” 

(Shoghi Effendi, The Advent of Divine Justice, p 40)

Learn how to think and speak about racial prejudice -



Intentional acts of prejudice

Structural racism

Sense of white superiority
Culture of white superiority

For white people to 
contribute to the solution of 
racial prejudice: #1 Abandon 
the sense of superiority

Learn how to think and speak about racial prejudice -



“Let the white make a supreme effort in 
their resolve to contribute their share to 
the solution of this problem, to abandon 
once and for all their usually inherent 
and at times subconscious sense of 
superiority, to correct their tendency 
towards revealing a patronizing attitude 
towards the members of the other 
race,…” (Shoghi Effendi, The Advent of 
Divine Justice, p 40)

Learn how to think and speak about racial prejudice -



Patronizing attitude: interrupting; talking 
over; speaking for; white savior complex; 
assumption of white correctness; fear or  
avoidance of people of color; belief in 
meritocracy; speaking down to; ignoring

Patronizing attitude - Apparently kind or helpful but betraying 
a feeling of superiority; condescending

• Interrupting
• Talking over
• Speaking or deciding for
• White savior complex
• Assumption of white                                                       

correctness
• Treat haughtily or coolly
• Belittling the suffering of
• Speaking down to

Learn how to think and speak about racial prejudice -



Patronizing attitude: interrupting; talking 
over; speaking for; white savior complex; 
assumption of white correctness; fear or  
avoidance of people of color; belief in 
meritocracy; speaking down to; ignoring

“. . . your nation’s history reveals that any 
significant progress toward racial equality 
has invariably been met by countervailing 
processes, overt or covert, that served to 
undermine the advances achieved and to 
reconstitute the forces of oppression by 
other means.” 

(The Universal House of Justice, Message to the 
Bahá’ís of the United States, 22 July 2020)

Learn how to think and speak about racial prejudice -



Overt
Racism

Covert 
Racism

Visible to white 
people (wp)

Least visible to wp, 
usually denied,
micro-aggressions

Very 
Covert 
Racism

“Usually inherent and at times subconscious sense of white superiority”

Levels of Racism Visibility

Institutional/systemic/ 
structural racism 
Somewhat visible to wp,
often denied

Patronizing attitude; belief 
in meritocracy; tone 
policing; ignoring; fear; 
avoidance

Learn how to think and speak about racial prejudice -



Overt
Racism

Covert 
Racism

Visible to white 
people (wp)

Least visible to wp, 
usually denied,
micro-aggressions

Very 
Covert 
Racism

“Usually inherent and at times subconscious sense of white superiority”

Levels of Racism Visibility

Racial profiling; school-prison pipeline; 
discriminatory lending, housing, hiring, 
pay; inequity in education, health care, 
gov. representation; “biased norms & 
social systems” (UHJ 7/22/20)

Institutional/systemic/ 
structural racism. 
Somewhat visible to wp,
often denied

Patronizing attitude; belief 
in meritocracy; tone 
policing; ignoring; fear; 
avoidance

Learn how to think and speak about racial prejudice -



Overt
Racism

Covert 
Racism

Visible to white 
people (wp)

Least visible to wp, 
usually denied,
micro-aggressions

Murder, marches for white 
supremacy, hate crimes

Very 
Covert 
Racism

“Usually inherent and at times subconscious sense of white superiority”

Institutional/systemic/ 
structural racism. 
Somewhat visible to wp,
often denied

Racial profiling; school-prison pipeline; 
discriminatory lending, housing, hiring, 
pay; inequity in education, health care, 
gov. representation; “biased norms & 
social systems” (UHJ 7/22/20)

Patronizing attitude; belief 
in meritocracy; tone 
policing; ignoring; fear; 
avoidance

Learn how to think and speak about racial prejudice -

Levels of Racism Visibility



A white person can identify as anti-
racist, believe in the oneness of 
humanity, and work for racial justice 
and manifest racist attitudes and 
actions that come with being 
socialized in this society. 

The American Bahá’í 
community cannot “claim to be 
wholly immune from the evils 
that stain its [the nation’s] 
character.” (Shoghi Effendi, Citadel of 
Faith, p. 127)  

Learn how to think and speak about racial prejudice -
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“Racism” JoAnn Borovicka, 2019

Instead of “I’m not 
racist” --

I understanding that I 
am a part of a corrosive 
system of structural 
racism, that I’ve been 
socialized into a sense of 
white superiority that is 
foundational to the 
problem of racism, and 
that I’ve been groomed 
to be blind to it. 

Learn how to think and speak about racial prejudice -
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If, as a white progressive, I am ignorant of the 
ways that racism manifests, and if I think that 
racism is only the intentional violent acts of 
wretchedly mean immoral people, then I could 
believe that I am free of racial prejudice. 

I won’t recognize my own covert racist 
attitudes and actions and I’ll miss 
opportunities to change and contribute to the 
solution. 

Problems that arise from ignorance of how racism manifests -
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Because I believe racism is 
wrong and a dichotomy, fear of 
being seen as racist will make 
me even more resistant to 
seeing my complicity with it. 

I will deny any implication that I 
am racially prejudiced, and I’ll 
defend my moral correctness. Default Setting: fear, denial, 

defensiveness, blame

Paradox of white progressives 

Problems that arise from ignorance of how racism manifests
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Corroded water pipes – everyone gets sick

Belief in the oneness of humanity is good! And belief is 
not enough. 

“To create a just society begins with recognition 
of the fundamental truth that humanity is one. 
But it is not enough simply to believe this in our 
hearts. It creates the moral imperative to act, 
and to view all aspects of our personal, social, 
and institutional lives through the lens of 
justice.” 
(National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha’is of the United 
States,”Forging a Path to Racial Justice, June 2020)

Problems that arise from ignorance of how racism manifests
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Study circle

A diverse study circle 
group starts out the 
course by making a list 
of factors for a spiritual 
environment:

Listen
Show respect 

Help each other

Problems that come from ignorance of how racism manifests - example
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• “I don’t see race. I was raised to be color blind.”

• “Wow, you [a Black participant] are so well-spoken.” 
• ”What she [a Black participant] means is . . .” 

• “I may be white, but I’ve never been privileged.” 

• “I lived in Japan, so I know what it’s like to be a 
minority.” 

• “We are one human family. It’s as simple as that.”

• “The real problem behind racism is the economy.”  

One of the white women says some things with racial implications of 
which she is unaware:

microaggressions

Problems that come from ignorance of how racism manifests.
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“If I love you, I have to make you conscious of the things you don’t see.” (James Baldwin)
microaggressions

Problems that come from ignorance of how racism manifests

During a break, one of the 
participants gently and discretely 
points out to the white woman 
the racial implications of her 
statements.  

Listen
Show respect

Help each other
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Common response to feedback -

• “You didn’t listen. That’s not what 
I meant.” 

• “But I’m not racist. . .” 
• “You don’t understand.”
• “I feel like I’ve been disrespected.” 
• Avoidance 
• Tears

People of color have been exhausted 
by white denial and defensiveness.

Problems that come from ignorance of how racism manifests
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Factors for a spiritual environment
Listen
Show respect 
Help each other

But the unwritten rule     
over-rules everything: 

“You’ve got to feed white 
people with a long-handled 
spoon. Be kind to them and 
give them what they need, 
but don’t get too close.”    
(Lilly Abercrombie, Crossing the Line)

Problems that come from ignorance of how racism manifests
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Outcome of ignorance 
of how racism 
manifests:  

What could have been 
a rich moment of 
learning, sharing, 
growing, and building 
of trust becomes a 
source of disunity.  

Problems that come from ignorance of how racism manifests -
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Give the story a different ending. Break 
the pattern of white blindness and 
denial. Such as:

“I realize that, because I’m white, 
there are racial dynamics that I 
don’t see. I would appreciate 
being alerted to the racist 
implications of anything that I 
might say or do.”

State your awareness and invite feedback -
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Instead of ruminating on 
all the reasons why 
I can’t be prejudiced, try:

“I’m learning what it 
means to be white. 
I’d appreciate 
feedback on anything 
I may say or do that 
you feel has racist 
impact.”

State your awareness and invite feedback -
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Pray for feedback. 

Prepare and practice 
a graceful response 
to feedback.

The default setting to 
feedback has typically 
been denial, blame, and 
defensiveness. We want 
to break the cycle. 
Interrupt the system.

Practice a graceful response -
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Grace’s stellar 
response -

“Yes. 
I am prejudiced.     
And I’m trying  to 
do something  
about it.”

Rick’s response –

Love and 
admiration

Practice a graceful response -
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• Grace recognizes that she has 
prejudicial attitudes and actions,

• confirms the reality of that 
prejudice to those who call it out,

• declares that she is trying to root 
out that prejudice, 

• continues associating with those 
who named her prejudice, 

• accepts feedback,  
• demonstrates change.

Why Rick admires Grace -

Practice a graceful response -
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I realize that I have been raised in a racist 
society based on white domination and I 
have been groomed to not see it. 

I’d appreciate feedback on anything I may 
say or do that you feel has a racist impact. 

I promise that I will listen to you and 
respond with “Thank you.” 

Practice a graceful response -
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“How can the community move 
forward when many white Bahá’ís
are blind to the reality of racial 
oppression as well as blind to their 
own prejudicial attitudes and 
actions?”

If you see a problem, you can work 
to solve it. If you can’t see it, or if 
you refuse to see it, then it controls 
you – and others who do see it can’t 
help you. 

Practice a graceful response -
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Complicity with the
culture of white superiority;

perpetuating racism

Interrupting the
culture of white superiority;
promoting race equity

Call yourself to account in action –

Imagine yourself in a moveable position on a continuum of racism. 

In whatever context you find yourself, ask: What am I doing to 
actively challenge racism? To actively promote racial equity?
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Complicity with the
culture of white superiority;

perpetuating racism

Interrupting the
culture of white superiority;
promoting racial equity

Call yourself to account  in action –

Inaction

Progress toward racial justice requires: “a path of sacrifice and 
high endeavor”, “a profound alteration of thought and action”, 
“a tremendous effort”, “to play your part, however humble.”
(Universal House of Justice, 22 July 2020 Message to the Bahá’ís of the U. S.)

What am I doing to actively challenge racism? To actively promote racial equity?  
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Call yourself to account  in action –

Figure out your continuum.

Where are you and what do you 
need to do to move forward in 
promoting racial justice?

We have an abundance of 
resources to help.  
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Call yourself to account in action – An abundance of resources  

“The concepts and approaches for 
social transformation developed in 
the current series of Plans that can 
be utilized to promote race unity in 
the context of community building, 
social action, and involvement in 
the discourses of society have been 
set out in our messages.”
(Universal House of Justice, Message to the 
Bahá’ís of the United States, 22 July 2020)  
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Call yourself to account  in action – An abundance of resources  

• The Universal House of Justice, “Message to the Bahá’ís of the 
United States,” 22 July 2020

• “Social Action” A Compilation Prepared by the Research 
Department of the Universal House of Justice, August 2020 

• The National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá’ís of the United 
States, “Forging a Path to Racial Justice,” June 19, 2020 

• The National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá’ís of the United 
States, “To the American Bahá’í Community,” February 25, 2017

• “Addressing Race, Class, and Culture: Reflections on Bahá’í 
Institutional Efforts in Washington, DC” July 16, 2020. On Race 
Unity Resource site under ‘Ideas for Action/Community Building’ 
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BahaiBookstore.com
Call yourself to account in action – An abundance of resources 
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Bahai.us/race-unity-action

A resource 
site to inspire 
action on the 
most vital and 
challenging 
issue

Call yourself to account in action – An abundance of resources  
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Call yourself to account in action – An abundance of resources 
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Call yourself to account in action – An abundance of resources 

Google “What white people 
can do for racial justice.”

In popular material, find what is 
useful to you, knowing:

“It is not possible for you to effect 
the transformation envisioned by 
Bahá’u’lláh merely by adopting the 
perspectives, practices, concepts, 
criticisms and language of 
contemporary society.” 
(Universal House of Justice, “To the Baha’is of 
the United States,” 22 July 2020)
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Call yourself to account in action – An abundance of resources 
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Review – Things for white people to do whatever their 
chosen line of action:

• Learn how to think and speak about the reality 
of racial prejudice as described in the Bahá’í 
Writings.

• Be aware of problems that come from 
ignorance of how racism manifests.

• Invite feedback on the racist implications of our 
behavior.

• Prepare a graceful response to feedback and 
practice it.

• Make action the standard by which we call 
ourselves to account; Abundant resources. 
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